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Going to spend a significant amount of time on Choice, then a little less on 

installation. Troubleshooting will be discussed briefly.
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-What does the locomotive sound like?

-How good does it REPRODUCE sound?

-How good are the recordings used?

-This is like having a top-notch stereophile tube-based system… and 

connecting a World War II-era tape recording. You can hear EVERY detail of 

every snap, crackle, and pop recorded on the tape. ☺

-How many sounds can be reproduced at one time? Diesel motor + dynamic brake fan 

+ bell + horn… then the compressor tries to cut in… which one loses?

-Normal concerns, such as Back-EMF, Number of function outputs, motor stall 

current, etc.
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Heavy vs. Medium vs. Light- mostly an impression, although most manufacturers 

would tend to make their “Heavy” sound pattern that of a simple articulated 

locomotive.

Chuffs- typically two per cylinder per complete cycle (exhaust released at each end of 

the piston motion)
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To some extent, these form fill, or background, noise.
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Twin engine locomotives often have behavior such as, a) un-synchronized motors, 

and/or b) motors throttling up at slightly different times.
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3-bit vs. 8-bit is an exaggeration to make the point; Note that the “3-bit” sound is 

much more “lumpy”; your ear can tell the difference. This is like the difference 

between an 8-track tape and CD recordings.
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This is a little more difficult to comprehend, but notice that the 400Hz sampling rate 

reflects the original sound more accurately than the 100Hz sampling rate. In actuality, 

sampling rates are in the 10’s of kHz. One rule of thumb for audio recordings states 

that one needs a minimum of double the frequency of the highest sound you want to 

accurately reflect. Thus, the bare minimum for recording 20kHz (near the top of 

human hearing) would be a 40kHz sampling rate. CDs are recorded with a sampling 

rate of 44.1 kHz.

Note that higher sampling rates lead to larger audio files.
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Note that there is a large bass component for either diesel or steam locomotives; 

generating a good bass tone requires a larger speaker to drive more air. It might be 

possible to “turn up the volume” on a small speaker, but frequently results in clipping 

(either the amplifier reaches its maximum current and/or speaker reaches its 

maximum displacement.) Note that over-driving a speaker can result in damage, 

either to amp and/or speaker, rather than just poor sound quality.
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Under radiator (or dynamic brake) fans

Inside shell, facing down over trucks

Under exhaust

In fuel tank
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Under stack

In firebox/cab

Under coal load

In tender.
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If sound from one side can escape around the edges, it can result in destructive 

interference with sound coming off the front. The result is poor sound reproduction.

Relate a live concert I attended once, where there were particular locations in the 

field that didn’t have many people, but had a better view. Turned out that there was 

interference between speakers from the two sides of the stage- simply didn’t sound 

as good there.
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UP1450B is an Intermountain F7B with QSI sound with a down-firing speaker over the 

rear truck. Note that the frame and shell seals away the speaker sufficiently that a 

separate baffle is not necessary.
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CP8920 is an Atlas FM Trainmaster with factory QSI sound. Note that the speakers 

(there are two) are mounted at an angle, forming an A-frame over the rear truck. 

Sound can escape through the radiator fan openings in the top of the shell.
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UP9581 is a Kato C44-9W with Soundtraxx TSU-KT1000. Speaker is mounted in fuel 

tank, firing downward onto the roadbed.
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UP5714 is a Kato AC4400CW with a Digitrax SFX decoder. As with the C44-9W, the 

speaker is mounted in the bottom of the fuel tank.
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UP840 is a Rivarossi model of a Union Pacific FEF-2 Northern. I installed a Soundtraxx

DSX (sound-only) decoder in the tender, as well as a Digitrax DN-123 in the 

locomotive itself. The speaker is baffled, and slides into the tender on top of the 

weight (sticking its nose out behind…). A capacitor has been added to improve 

behavior over areas of poor connectivity. Both the locomotive and tender pick up 

power; they are still connected by the white plug seen on the face of the tender at 

the right, but can be placed on the programming track singly to program either sound 

or motor behavior. They are both programmed to the same number (Basic 

Consisting).
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Custom-painted Life-Like Proto2000 C-Liner. Speaker is mounted over the rear trucks 

in a removable baffle; the edges seal reasonably-well against the roof of the shell. 

Both a Soundtraxx DSX (white) and a Digitrax DN-123 (blue) are mounted inside the 

body. Unlike the UP Northern, both decoders are mounted to a single set of pickups, 

so there is a connector between the track pickup wiring and the DSX. The DSX is 

unplugged, and then each decoder can be programmed singly.
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Digitrax LokSound Select QSI Quantum MRC Sheer Soundtraxx 

32 ohm speaker - 4-8 ohms* 8-16 ohm, or 2x8 32 ohm 8 ohm

1.5A total 1.75 to 2.6A total 1.9A total 1.5A total 1.5A

2W sound output 2W 1W

3 sound channels 8 sound channels

6 function outputs 4-6 function outputs 6 function outputs 2 or more 4(?) function outputs

8-bit 16-bit sound 16-bit 16-bit

* Earlier versions 


